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Figure 1. Simplified block diagram showing the two modes of operation: con follow
system and predictive system.
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Objectives:

Investigate and assess methods and tools for verification and
validation of safety-critical software systems to improve the
reliability and assure the safe operation of such software.

Research areas:

- Generic process models/plant knowledge representation

- Formal (mathematically stringent) methods

- Validation of knowledge based systems

- Safety assessment of proprietary software

- SOSAT (Software Safety Tools) project



THE CONCEPT OF INFORMATION SUPPORT SYSTEM
FOR OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL OF OPERATING NPPs

V.G.Dunaev, A/O "Consyst",Russia
V.V.Golovanov, concern "Rosenergoatom", Russia

1. INTRODUCTION •

Advancing and improvement of NPP information systems are governed by both
internal and external conditions of NPP operation. Increased requirements of operating
entities, regulatory bodies and population for the NPP safety assurance as well as the
IAEA recommendations " The basic principles of the nuclear plant safety", The IAEA
regulations as to the issues of providing the quality of operation [1-4] are included into
external conditions. The lack of the confогталсе of information systems involved into
the existing process control systems (PCS) to the up-to-date requirements and the need
of the NPP staff in optimization of his information field for running a process is to be
referred to as internal conditions. Extending the information system functions at the
expense of introduction of personnel support functions is a stage of upgrading
(computerization included) the NPP information systems and instrumentation and
control systems.

The meaning of "operator information support system" being an independent complex
of software, engineering, organizational means is valid exclusively for operating power
units and is developed as an addition to the existing means involved into the PCS.

For the power units under designing, the functions of operator information support are
an integral part of the information system and should not be separated as an
independent system.

The given paper has been prepared on the materials of the concept developed by the
order of "Rosenergoatom" concern1.

•
In the present paper there are given the main definitions, the principal objectives and
functions of the operator support system (OSS) are stated, a brief analysis of operation
features of some existing operator information systems is presented, the main trends
of development of operator information support system are given, the way and the
sequence for implementation of the systems for operating NPPs are reviewed. In the
proposed concept in the first place are considered the information support systems for
the operators of the power unit main control rooms,however, the presented principles
may be applied while designing information support systems for operators of other
control rooms of NPP.

1 Anikanov S.S., Dorovskykh B.V., Dunaev V.G., Kochanov VA'., Korshanov A.S.,
Mino I.S., Sazonov N Л. et al " Concept of information support system for operative
personnel of operating NPPs".



2. THE OSS PURPOSE AND STATUS

2.1. The main task of the OSS at the nuclear power plant is rendering assistance to the
operator in assessment of the power unit current state and in making a decision on the
necessity of performing some or other actions if design limits of operation are
disturbed.

Within the framework of the main task the first place is given to the assistance for the
operator in the assessment of the power unit current state from the safety viewpoint
under normal operating conditions as well as under upset conditions, and especially
under emergency conditions, that complies with the requirements of the regulatory
body i.4.4.7 of OPB-88.

In this case under normal operating conditions the OSS shall provide the generalized
display of the power unit status with respect to the boundaries and conditions for safe
operation (margins available and their values), as well as the information on the safety
systems readiness. Under emergency conditions the OSS shall display to the operator
the generalized information on fulfilling the main safety functions, on the safety
barriers state, on the safety systems functioning, the assessment of possible location
and character of an occurrence, especially as to radiation effect on the personnel and
the environment. If the above requirements are met, the OSS will conform to the
requirements of i.4.4.7 of OPB-88.

The next important task within the main task framework is the operator assistance in
the estimation of the power unit state from the viewpoint of its readiness to carry the
load and its capacity to generate electric power. With this aim the OSS shall provide
for the operator the generalized information on the main equipment state (on the basis
of data on the lifetime, operating conditions, main parameter values), on the state of
the main processes participating in conversion of nuclear power into electric one.

As an addition to these goals, the OSS can be used for rendering assistance to the
operator during standard technological procédures that require a comprehensive
estimation of the process state or taking into account a number of factors to make a
decision on performing some or other actions. Besides, the OSS can be applied to assist
the operator in the check of the controlled objects response for the actions performed
by the operator.

The principal task of the OSS may be defined more specifically while designing the
OSS and stated in the form of a set of problems, for example, such as: reduction of
the intensity of operator's information overload without loss of controlling the plants,
identification of a situation out of a set of design situations, reminding actions and
actual sequence of events of the current transients prescribed for the operator, review
of process information required by the operator, maintaining efficient feedback with
controlled objects and etc.

2.2. Operator information support is a function comprising intellectual processing of
"low" level information on the status of technological object of control (TOC) and



presentation to the operator, as a result of this processing, the generalized "high" level
information that allow to provide quick and adequate operator's response on the
disturbance of safe operation conditions, reduction of power unit availability or
efficiency.

The information support function is realized by the power unit process control system.
This function can be distributed in both various subsystems of the PCS and in a
separate special system, integrated in the PCS with the right of a system called an
operator support system (OSS). The first method for realization of information
support funrtiou » % typical for the designs of power units of new generation NPPs for
which the F CS is being designed from the very beginning with regard for realization of
the specified function.

The second method is typical for introducing the function of information support at
operating power units the design projects of which have been made prior to the
development of information support theory, and the PCS of these power units possess
weak computational capabilities. However, in this event also is possible the equal extent
of the OSS integration with other PCS subsystems, for example: utilization of common
displays for information presentation, realization of a part of functions in the in-core
instrumentation system and etc.

Classification of the OSS as per OPB-88 depends on the following factors:
- the concept (and, hence, classification) of the PCSs of the specific power unit and
the OSS's position in it;
- the OSS specific tasks and functions (separate parts of the OSS may relate to various
classes);
- legal provision of the OSS.

It is evident that OSSs of operating power units in Russia shall refer to class 4 (normal
operation) proceeding from classification of PCSs of these power units. Increase of
the OSS class ( or its separate part) is possible if the class of a part of the power unit
PCS functionally connected to the OSS will be increased. Depending upon the OSS
classification, personnel preparation and training should be organized, corresponding
changes should be put down into operating documents.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR OSS

The OSS shall be designed for each type of power units individually and shall take into
account the following:
- peculiar features of every power unit, its control systems and information systems;
- the analysis of operators' improper actions under various conditions and their effect
upon power unit operation.

OSS designing should be based on the following basic principles.

OSS integration with other NPP's instrumentation and
control systems



The integration process is to be addressed as joining the OSS instrumentation with
other instrumentation and control systems and as interaction of information flows
between the OSS and other instrumentation and control systems. The OSS must
promote information exchange of the MCR operators with other operating personnel,
engineering personnel and management personnel.

Operating personnel support systems located directly in the NPP console rooms should
have the most close integration with other instrumentation and control systems. The
power unit control room is a highly complicated man-machine system where
information display plays the key role in the controlling processes from the mar-ope-
rator side. Errors made by operators at controlling the processes from console rooms
are closely connected with the ways of presenting information. The extent of OSS
integration with other I&C systems may be established only by a comprehensive
approach to the console room. In this very place in close integration of various OSSs,
I&S systems problems arise that are connected with such terms as operator's error,
physical and intellectual tasks for the operator, operative manoeuvering, analysis and
planning of actions.

The principles for designing main control rooms with OSS are developed both in the
design projects of new NPPs and at upgrading operating NPPs. The major attention
while elaborating an OSS for operating NPPs should be paid to the substantiation of
the infrastructure needed for successful introduction of OSSs. The components of this
infrastructure are means for data communication, data base and knowledge base
communication, testing grounds for implementation of quality assurance problem of
the design. The other problem is providing effective interaction of analog and digital
facility.

General requirements for algorithmic support

In the OSS application of standard information methods is intended and their
adaptation to information model under consideration ( data base, expert systems,
mathematical models of processes, interfaces and etc), as well as specialized methods
for logical processing of obtained informatisa (signalling, safety parameters,
presentation of information on the level of the power unit safe operation and etc.)

Means for displaying safety critical functions and parameters, post-acddent monitoring
of the power unit status, symptom-oriented emergency actions, manuals for actions
under upset conditions and etc. refer to specialized methods. Application of automated
procedures of regulated type permits to increase significantly the rate of operating
personnel response upon various initial events requiring immediate intervention.

General requirements for OSS systems

The OSS has the status of a normal operation system and, hence, should meet the
requirements of OPB-88 imposed to such kind of systems.

Organizational relations of operators to OSS



While designing the OSS, one should be sure that the system will really meet the
imposed requirements and will be eagerly accepted by the operator. One of the
possibilities to solve this problem is the user's participation, that is, experienced
operators at all stages of the development and jobs on selection of optimum design of
OSS for every power unit as well as for specific personnel to whom each of the
functions should be oriented.

Operation with OSS may be effective only if an operator knows fairly well its functions
and interfaces. To ensure proper operation of the system by the operator, preliminary
training of the operator is necessary. Comprehensive training technology ( at a working
place, in the training center,"on-line", "off-line") should be envisaged for training.

Extensive utilization of the OSS may bring an operator into system-dependent position
and decrease his capability to control the situation correctly, if there are some
malfunctions in the supporting system or it presents inadequate or incomplete
information. This may have the most harmful impact on application of diagnostic
systems for control in non-standard situations. In this case a promising version is
so-called "soft automation".

Application of the man-machine interface in the OSS oriented to quick and exhaustive
understanding of information presented, will change the principle of information
display to the MCR. In future it must result in the change of the main regulatory
documents which are used by the operating personnel while running a process (
regulations, operation manuals, manuals for accidents elimination and etc.) at least,
with respect to newly introduced OSS subsystems.

OSS verification and certification

The system elaboration should be performed with regard for up-to-date information
technologies. Nevertheless, the results of elaboration should not violate conditions of
NPP safe operation and shall meet the regulatory body requirements.The process of
introduction of computerized operator support systems increases dependence of
operative control functions on. complicated software. Control of workmanship is
necessary at all stages of elaboration on the basis of verification and certification of
the elaboration results, that means:

1) checking the technical requirements themselves that should reflect adequate
decomposition of the problem ( the problem break-down into elementary problems)

2) checking the conf ormance of the elaboration results to the technical requirements

3) inspection of documentation on the development results of the stage

4) testing the entire system to check the conformance of the realized product to the
technical requirements for functional duty and interface

5) checking the conformance of the entire system to other technical requirements for

%\\



the product as a whole ( if any)

If there is the lack of conformance of the stage being performed to the technical
requirements, one should go back to the completed stages to carry out the needed
corrections. To perform the process of verification and validation the following is used:
- testing the design and technical requirements;
- static testing ( analysis of algorithms, input data, failures/troubles/errors and etc);
- dynamic testing (functional testing, testing characteristics, testing with errors
introduction, testing in real conditions).

4. THE OSS FOR OPERATING POWER UNITS

Hereinafter, are given the OSS functions, realization of which at operating power units
may be considered in the first place.

Critical function and safety parameters display ( SPDS)

The critical function and safety parameters display system may serve as the base part
of a new OSS owing to a series of reasons:
- it is an independent subsystem not available at present in the design, providing
control of the power .unit safety level and defining operator's actions at severe
malfunctions in the power unit operation ( a threat to safe operation barriers integrity);
- the components of this system may be a basis for further improvement of the entire
information system;
- the critical functions and safety parameters display system ( SPDS ) may serve as a
forerunner sample of OSS at which programme and engineering solutions of OSS can
be developed;
- initially the SPDS may be functionally redundant and during its further development
a series of functions may gpin an independent meaning.

The SPDS is the most iriportant function of the OSS the results of which are needed
on the leveis of the power unit, NPP as well as on national level of the NPP safety
control systems. ,

The examples of critical function and safely parameters display one can see on
implementation of the specialized safety systems CFMS, SPDS. These systems are
designed to identify and prevent emergency situations potentially connected to
radioactivity release outside the allowable safety barriers. They should incorporate as
an integral part various alternatives of radiation monitoring systems.

Procedure presentation of operator's actions

The present function provides the regulated sequence of actions required for the given
moment. The example may be as follows:
- presentation of regulatory and reference information;
- forming the action sequence in a simple form and control of their fulfillment;
- display of those parts of the operation manual which are needed to realize the preset
sequence of actions.



The OSS procedure software complex is intended for automatization of retrieval and
presentation in a convenient form of reference information on the monitor screen. This
system will allow the NPP personnel to make decisions more promptly not wasting time
for retrieval of the required information.

The reference information needed for the operator can be presented in the following
forms:
- text information ( manuals, regulations, tables and etc.);
- graphic information (schemes, drawings, diagrams, figures, curves and etc.).

Calculation of the efficiency of system and component
operation

The function is intended to estimate the efficiency and optimum operating conditions
of the main equipment: the reactor, MCP, a turbine generator, steam generators,
heaters and so on. Determination of the equipment performances is carried out on the
basis of model on-line computations. In this case sometimes it is sufficient to establish
the basic balances of energy and mass in various parts of equipment.

Generalized estimation of status

The present function first of all presents to the operator operative information to
support in problems related to dynamic actions: power unit start-up or shut-down,
other transients. There is one condition to have the task included into this function, i.e.
information should be formalized so that it has an optimum type, form and way of
presentation. A point being moved depending upon coming data witíiin XY plane
whereon the allowable and emergency areas are marked, may serve as an example. This
may be, for example, widely spreaded P-T diagrams, the relation areas of allowable
axial offset against power level while controlling power distribution.

Material balance display ,

A major role in controlling dynamic conditions is given to such categories as
"promptness" and "integration" of information display that puts forward special
requirements for corresponding OSSs. Very often in practice the "promptness" means
the need in immediate obtaining of information, and "integration" means simultaneous
gaining such information on extremely diverse parameters, for example, infonnation
on the value of the core neutron power and the state of'generator circuit-breakers.
Integral indices of operation of the power unit, systems and equipment, optimum
content of information and optimum presentation form being received in the OSS
make the meaning " the OSS functions".

Balance relations, parameters that, as a rule, are the safety critical function parameters
may be'proposed as possible integral indices of power unit operation; this makes
possible to minimize the scope of the system input signals.
Such relations incorporate:



- balances of power between reactors, steam generators, turbines and generators;
- material balance for the primary circuit;
- material balance for the secondary circuit.

Practice demonstrates that operators' delayed reaction on a balance relations
disturbance results in aggravation of accident consequences in a majority of cases (
in complete disconnection of power units at originally insignificant deviations from
normal operation, in increase of outages on consequences elimination, in disability of
systems and equipment and etc.). The operator is not able during a short period to
perform analysis of information by the main parameters of power and material
balances due to a great number of input data and dispersal of instrumentation; due
to this fact, the tasks of operative control in the transient pace shall incorporate the
analysis of balance relations:

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE OF THE SYSTEM

The proposed system is a large system with requirements for the quality of its
designing coming out of this statement as well as for beforehand elaborated and
approved certification and testing procedures. These problems should be solved within
the framework of quality assurance system which is not practically available for large
systems and it should be elaborated. This system should regulate the order of
developing technical documentation, software, testing and certification.

This integral part of the OSS requires substantial expenses and, to some extent, is a
key one from the viewpoint of introducing the system into operation. Quality assurance
of the design and introduction of the system can be achieved exclusively with the help
of special requirements for the design that should be covered in a package of
documents under the common title " Quality assurance program for designing and
introduction of PCS software-hardware system.

The testing ground system shall perform the following functions:
- to fulfil the assigned set of tests for variqus operating conditions of the power unit;
- to simulate non-standard situations at the power unit with the help of cybernetic
models;
- making possible for performing comprehensive certification of the system.;
- making possible testing and checking of every module of the OSS, including ones
initially not covered by the design.

If there is the OSS testing ground available, a series of arrangements for introduction
of newly developed OSS subsystems should be provided according to which none of
the OSS subsystems should be installed at the operating NPP without testing and
certification at the testing ground.

The structure of the system of the OSS testing ground shall be such that after field
testing ' completion a set of hardware should be installed at NPP without any
additional changes.
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6. STAGES OF OSS INTRODUCTION AT OPERATING NPPs

Introduction of OSS at operating NPPs is supposed to be performed by several stages
on the basis of the analysis for every power unit of available information systems,
personnel activity and determination of a set of the OSS functions to be developed,
of these functions realization methods and their integration with running information
systems:

l.lntroduction of systems related to presentation of generalized operation data ( SPDS,
functional-oriented manuals and etc.), automation of procedure actions of operating
personnel, presentation to operating personnel a certain set of reference data,
providing advises to the operator for changing functioning mode of a number of the
main components of the power unit equipment.

2. Adding functions to the OSS that provide estimation of operation of the power unit
main equipment and producing detail information on the needed elements of the
process, assistance in the assessment, identification and elimination of emergency
situations. Introduction of symptom-oriented manuals.

3. Development and making a set of systems for the Crisis Centers, NPP technical
support centers with application therein of Post-accident Control System for the power
unit main parameters ( PACS) and extended automated system of manuals.

Introducing the OSS at the main control room can be executed by step-by-step
introduction of new systems:

1) Critical functions and safety parameters display system that will make possible to
generalize the data on the main parameters of the process and, thereby, to present to
the operating personnel information on the power unit operation status from the
safety viewpoint. This kind of a system should be organized by the hierarchial principle,
wherein, on the lower hierarchial levels more detailed information on the main
equipment is presented to the operating personnel to identify the cause of process
parameter deviations from the assigned values.

2) Software to support operating personnel procedure actions ( manual of various
kinds).

3) A new type of man-machine interface in which information display itself makes
possible for the operating personnel to generalize the data on power unit systems and
components status.

4) Software systems that allow the operating personnel to obtain the required
reference-type information when static procedures are carried out.

5) Systems for logic processing of information on signalling, protection and
interlocking to establish an initial event and to identify rapidly an occurrence by means
of generating messages in which the delayed or low priority data are not demonstrated

X I 5
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to the operator and , hence, the information flow to the operator is reduced.

6) Program modules that will assist to the operating personnel in determination of the
efficiency of operation of the power unit main systems and of their controllers on the
basis of modelling computations aimed at generation of operators's advises not having
the guiding character under dynamic conditions to correct operation of these systems
or under remote control mode.
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Development of terminology for
identification and classification

Task 4.2.1
• Main terms and definitions

• OSS aim and functions

• OSS classification
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2.

NPP control levels

• power unit level

• plant level

• branch level (NPP groups)
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3.

NPP control types

operational and technical direct influence on the object

engineering control of production process

personnel administrative management

Corresponding control type is performed by the group of

persons, referred to the given personnel category
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4.

NPP operator informational support

Intellection processing of information concerning control

conditions of technological object and presentation to

the personnel as a result of this processing of

generalized information providing for quick and

adequate personnel reaction in case of safe operation

conditions failure, power unit availability or effectivity

reduction
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5.

Operator informational
functions

support

Corresponding ' aim and actions for operator

informational support provision
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6.

Operator informational support system

Hardware and software, aimed at operator informational

support functions

L
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7.

Operator informational support main
aim

V I

The main aim of operator informational support at NPP

is the aid to the operator in the estimating the power

unit current operational condition and decision making

for implementation of corresponding actions in case of

normal operation mode deviation
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8.

Operator support for operational mode
estimation considering safety

• normal operation mode

generalized information display concerning safe
operation limits and conditions, information about
safety system availability

• normal operation conditions failure

+estimation of failure influence on the plant safety

• emergency mode

display of generalized information concerning main
safety functions status, safety barriers conditions,
safety systems operation
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9.

Operator support for operational
condition estimation concerning
availability for corresponding load and
electrical energy production
optimization.

Generalized information display concerning the main

equipment conditions (based on resource monitoring,

operational mode, equipment main parameters values);

as well as main technological process conditions

с
I
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10.

Operator support for
technological processes

regular

Implementation performance of complex estimation of

technological process condition or a great number of

manual operations, the sequence of which could be

presented in the form of instructions
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Informational support system type
is a classificational group, combining informational

support systems with definite charachteristic features

• control level

• personnel category

• technological branch (personnel specification)

• reference to operation limits and conditions

• reference to safety class

• type of problem to be solved (by the operator)

• type of main using model
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M

Control level

unit level

plant level

branch level

J
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Personnel category

W)
control room staff

engineering staff

management staff

maintenance staff
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Personnel specification
(for control room staff)

reactor operator

turbine operator

shift supervisor

safety engineer
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Reference to operation limits and
conditions

vo

normal operation domain

operational limits and conditions failure domain

emergency situation or accident
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Reference to safety class

safety systems

systems important for safety

normal operation systems
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Type of problems to be solved

V i

• estimation of current condition

• decision making

• technological operations implementation
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Type of main using model

t deterministic model

stochastic model

logistic model

expert technology
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Classification example
Safety parameters display system

• unit level

• control room staff

• shift supervisor (safety engineer)

• emergency situation or accident

• system important for safety

• estimation of current condition
operations implementation)

• logistic models

(technological



Safety function monitoring systems

Aim:
Monitor reactor key parameters helping operator to verify safety status of
plant

Functions:
- Monitor and present to operator status of selected safety parameters

Technology:
- Advanced CRT for data presentation

Relation with safety:
- presently not safety grade.
- In future classification should be rewied
- need to be regulated

Operational experience
- Operational in many countries



STATUS IDENTIFICATION ACTION PLANNING ACTION IMPLEMENTATION

NORMAL

OPERATION

DISTURBANCE

ACCIDENT

COMPARE PLANT STATE

WITH OPERATIONAL

LIMITS AND

OPTIMAL STATE

INTERPRETE ALARMS

AND PROCESS STATUS.

LOCALISE DISTURBANCE,

FINDCA'USE.

DETECT, DIAGNOSE

ACCIDENT STATE

OBSERVE AUTOMATICS

DEFINE NEW GOAL

PLAN MANOEUVRE

FIND EFFICIENT

STRATEGY

PREDICT CONSEQUENCES

DEFINE GOAL

FIND STRATEGY

IMPLEMENT ACTION

SEQUENCE.

CHECK GOAL

IMPLEMENT ACTION

OR PROCEDURE,

CHECK GOAL

IMPLEMENT

PLANNED STRATEGY

CHECK GOAL

DEFINITION OF OPERATOR STRATEGY
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20.

Informational support system concept
for operating NPPs contol room staff

Introduction

OSS aim and status

Requirements for OSS

OSS for operating power units

System quality assurance

Stages of OSS introduction at operating NPPs
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21.

NPPs informational
development and upgrade

systems

External conditions

• requirements of utility organization, regulation and
population

• IAEA recommendations and regulations
Internal conditions

• informational systems non-compliance to current
requirements

• NPP operating personnel need in process control
optimization

• NPP control and monitoring systems upgrade
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22.

OSS main aim
Operator support in power unit current condition

estimation and decision making concerning actions

necessity in case of power units operational design limits

violation
•Power unit current condition estimation from safety

point of view

• safe operation limits and conditions

• safety systems availability

• critical safety function condition

\
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Cont.

•Current condition estimation concerning availability for
load and electrical energy production optimization

• equipment condition

• technological processes condition

•Support in regular technological operations
implementation
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23.

OSS implementation in power unit I&C
systems

• Realized in various I&C subsystems

typical for new generation NPP designs

• Realized in separate special system

typical for operating power units

partial integration with other I&C subsystems is
possible
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24.

AT

OSS classification
OSS classification depends on the following factors:

• concepts (and correspondingly classification) of the
concrete power unit I&C and OSS role in it

• corresponding OSS problems and functions (OSS
separate parts could be referred to different classes)

• OSS law support


